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cycles

	CHANGE EXISTS, only when the current cycle is broken. That is true of individuals/ nations/ or even ?the world of humanity?.

The only difference is, how many are affected.

A cycle is: the things we do, and the decisions we make, to keep the current state of affairs going. I know this works, for me, at this

time; therefore if I continue it, I then know what I can expect/ and I believe, ?I know?, what my reward shall be. It continues: even

though this is less than I desire; it is what I have been able to gather from this world, or these people, or myself; as ?a living?. No

matter what that is, ?others, have participated in these events and decisions?/ therefore I am the relationship exposed; of all things,

in, of, and around me. Both now, and of the past. Cycles exist because they predict the future, and we want to know if life will be

?ok?. In addition we DON'T want to know, that life is going to be ?intolerable?. So the safe road, is to where we have been before!

The critical question is: WHY, are people afraid of their lives?

The critical answer is: because, things have happened which made them fear, or understand they can be hurt, or abandoned by

others. So cycles protect us from these fears/ by predicting the future; as a road traveled before. Even if we don't like the destiny/ the

fear inherent in the journey, is controlled.

We begin with a new life, by understanding fear itself!

Fear, is divided into three distinct meanings:

1) I know, that nothing I did gave me life/ which means, I can lose that life just as easily; because life itself, is not mine ?to own?.

Rather I do own the body and mind; but not life itself, because I cannot create it or sustain it, just because I want too. Therefore

whatsoever exists, beyond or in place of this living: is unknown as well, because I have no direct say, only the knowledge of what

death as a body does mean. Death then is to be feared.

2) I know, that the body does have pain associated with it/ because there can be levels of intensity, that are far beyond anything I

would wish to endure, for any length of time. I know, that the body can be lost, and left to endure so much less than ?the average

person endures?/ that it is terrible to conceive of this, as living. When a healthy body, can be so much more. I know, that no one

would choose anything less, than a complete ?natural body?, as given to the vast majority. A body disaster, is then to be feared.

3) I know, that the mind can be lost to unimaginable disaster, such as hate. Or in other ways: There are those who cannot function, in

peace or harmony, or conceive of love: because something is lost. These are realities, that holds our ability to be all things desirable

and valued: to participate as a life worth living. Some people cause tragedy a little in themselves/ some greatly. While others cause

this to strangers, or any other they meet/ while still others seek to heal this. Critical failure can occur in anyone, so long as fear

exists. We know not why, other than it is a choice/ until you fear. This too, is to be feared. So say the vast majority!

The true question is then why do we fear? The fundamentals are: because it hurts to be wrong/ it is forever, to be dead/ this is my

life, and everybody knows, some live better; and some I would never choose to be. There is also loneliness, survival, and need!

These things are not choices, they are realities designed and created by what is true. There is even sex, ?at its minimum reality, a

chemical soup/ that is limited, but still demands, with importance, that something must be done?.

But there are choices! Every single facet of our lives is founded in the fact that we are free to choose our destiny/ as best we can,

within the realities present for our lives. Each is not the same/ but we are equal as life itself, presented upon this earth, as a body

independent, and a mind without restraint. That does mean, regardless of any other fact: ?ours, is the last and final decision: for life?.

Others may in fact orchestrate and cause our death/ but so long as life exists, the choice of fear remains our decision. Therefore it is

necessary to understand, ?what a decision actually means?.

Fundamental to every life, is: the foundations upon which we believe our future shall exist. Or more simply, we anchor ourselves

into a specific form/ because we do accept something ?special?, is worth the price it will cost. Religions begin here, but only rarely

flourish; because the price, of a true foundation: is everything you desire to be. Belief cannot take you there. Consequently, life is a

directive, that catalogues everything between fear, desire, and truth. These are the functional relationships that determine our lives,

as a participant in the identity we create.

We then begin with identity: the critical passage between life itself, and the essence of who you are as defined by desire, truth,

courage, and decision. Every search within the fountains of your own existence, requires a level of truth that cannot be abandoned.

Or more simply: unless you anchor yourself into something that will NOT be changed. You will be lost, in the ?jungle? of variables,

over which you have no control: thereby fear will erupt, even if it did not exist before. The first lesson is then to find and accept, a
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description of truth/ that you understand to be ?without fault?! My journey accepted ?JESUS? as this anchor. Not by religious

assertion/ but by the elevation of love, the identity called courage, the values of a desire which gives back to our CREATOR, and a

personal decision: to accept the consequences of these actions and reactions to or from, the world which surrounds me. These four

directions are necessary for you as well/ regardless what you choose as an anchor, it must be firmly within your grasp, or more an

essence of time, therefrom reality: revealing simply, ?the truest desires of your heart?. There are three more directions that can attack

you: the first four are like the wind ?north/ south/ east/ west?. The second three are ?top/ bottom/ and from inside yourself?. To

understand the truth of your own desire, is to elevate or ascend beyond ?yourself?/ so as to experience or express the destiny you

choose. This is a path, to conceiving of all that our CREATOR has potentially set before us. Or more correctly it is all that we

believe and trust is available to us, as an individual called life/ as presented by this experience in time. Having conceived of the path,

and done so (trusted the ending/ destiny), the journey is now set in you; and the price expressed, that must then be paid. Therefrom,

reality attests to the fact of what is true in you. If you ?change your mind?/ what is inside your own heart, is allowed to attack you,

until clarity has formed the bridgework between what needs to be, and what is: by identifying what is lacking. That is then your

choice, to heal what is wrong/ or surrender to it. If you fail yourself, and choose less: what then surfaces from below, as in the

consequences formed by descriptions of death/ begin to infiltrate your own reality. They are conceived as ?devil?; but are nothing

more than the outside expression of fear, as time reveals death CANNOT be avoided. That substantively means, of the element

called time: ?fear is the devil, so called?. Whereas if you become proven true to yourself by the fact of your own decisions/ your

proven reality: then the spiritual world will beckon/ as your journey turns to soul! Soul is, a relationship with creation itself/ as in

?GOD did this?.

Functional relationships are formed from the reality of what, when, why, how, and where the elements of time participate with me/

and I with them: where truth does not substantially rule. Each composite description is defined by the expressions of what our truths

form together/ and by how that decision, becomes the experiences which will shape the essence or definitions of our world, society,

family, or other.

Or more simply: the treasury or tragedy of what we become as participants in the same experience of time/ are formed by the

decisions we the people make, in direct relation to what I the individual decide. When we choose as a majority to treasure life, and

all its miracles: VALUE emanates throughout our society, and we all benefit from that decision. If on the other hand the tragedy of

selfishness, greed, lust, hatred, crime, etc are functionally chosen by ?far too many?/ society itself will sink into endless disasters,

violence, and war. We are the makers of our experience/ by expressing either values or hatred. The question is why do people hate?

The answer is: we, or I WANT MORE for myself/ or my group; than nature, and its reality will allow. Therefrom, the means to

gather more becomes: I or we, will take it from the others. That escalates into consequences, which then turn more into the tragedy

of individual failures/ and groups fall apart, or form armies to take advantage of force. Force acts upon those who are weaker/ by

confronting them with what they cannot do. That fact illuminates a need, questions the ability to survive, and identifies the disability

of loneliness to confront a force greater than yourself. We then come to where, shall I find the ?strength? to go on?

Three things operate within the realm of a controlled fear: ?God will help me/ I can hide, lie, or run away/ and they won't attack, if I

make them fear me more: therefore I must be even more heinous, than my oppressor?. Within that definition of ?your beliefs?: come

the following. Whatever I want, is what I believe in. Whatever I believe you want, will become the essence of ?my lies?. And fear is

my friend, if I can make it your enemy. So the question is: what do you want/ why do you want it/ and can I use that against you!

These are the realities of lies/ manipulation/ temptation/ control/ lust/ use/ and abuse.

Cycles of behavior exist because of the interplay between the various influences listed above. Particularly in their relationship to

fear, and the seven basic references that are human designs for control over someone other than self. These are elevations above fear,

and construct behaviors through want. Want illicit's a decision, by pretending ?IF, you did this/ then what is true about your situation

will not matter: YOU can receive the trophy?. Cycles of fear are different, and largely proclaim: IF, I do whatever you want,

regardless what that is/ THEN I will be safe. Variations exist as the endless definitions of ?traitor? come to mind.

We then return to the four primary motives in human conduct: as are fear/ loneliness/ survival/ and need predict a road much

traveled by nearly all of humanity. Cycles exist because they work for us/ it limits the distance we travel from ourselves, to bare

necessity: I WANT, to continue living/ therefore I fear, what can happen to me.

What is beyond ourselves, far in the distance outside the levels of time control: lives the creation of existence itself. The beginning

of everything, is no small reality. The critical question is then: what does happen when you die/ and how does that enhance or

detract or destroy life itself? The foundation of influence governing these questions is either critical truth, as in the path to creation

itself/ or fear, the reality governing every moment to control time, even though we know, it ends in death.
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We begin with fear: I MUST survive (I must pay)! The reality of death, I WILL be entirely alone, and without options or freedom or

energy or life (controlled by an endless sea of rejection). The consequence of survival is: even if I hate this/ I have no choice. (Time

despises me). The distance a need creates, between what I deserve as a living example of life/ and what I have, as a manipulated

existence: is created by you! (You, are my problem). Within these examples of ?crossroads? we all encounter/ are the purposes of

behavior, and the ingredients which become influential, in how we participate. Fear confronts us with ?trouble?. Loneliness erects a

barrier neither you or I, are likely to cross. Survival illuminates crime. While need identifies the crisis formed when selfishness and

greed rule the world. In all these things, cycles are born/ which return us to the beginning of our time: ?where we were safe? from

the rest of our world. Consequently when threatened with fear/ loneliness/ survival/ or need: the return path becomes a road greatly

traveled. Because when one does something bad to someone else/ it transfers along that individual path, to many more. Spreading

like fire, until someone is strong enough, and secure enough to stop that ?here?.

Alternately the path to life, beyond the limits of ourselves, is a ?wide open invitation? to anyone who seeks truth with their heart,

and soul. The critical challenge is not truth itself, that is a lesson to be learned along the way. Rather the critical element is what

YOU can accept, beyond the limits of security as provided by time will allow. Only trust lives here/ without trust, you cannot go.

Only truth identified as without fault, gives trust, and allows that trust to proceed where only love can go.

Love is the garden of everything desirable, everything valued, and everything beautiful because its real! Time is a challenge/ love is

a respect accepted within the heart, and cherished within the soul: because creation itself built this. Sexual ascension, is the ability

and desire to conceive of truth within us both/ because we cared, and we gave ourselves to share the bounty of our existence, without

fear. That too, is absolutely unattainable without trust. Trust must be earned, as the truth I know exists. Therefore it does take time,

to achieve the reality of experience/ and become a participant in OUR expression, rather than yours, or mine. That, is neither small

nor simple.
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